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CHAPTER I 

OBJECT 

The object of this thesis Is to determine If a ratio of the 

nuclear matrix elements can be found from the beta-gamma correlation 

with resonance fluorescence. 

Aside from gross nuclear properties such as spin, parity, and 

energy spacing, all the effects of nuclear structure on beta decay 

are confined to the matrix elements. These matrix elements, or 

their ratio, can be found from ft-values, spectrum shapes, and 

angular correlations. In this thesis. It Is on the latter method 

that attention is focused. 



CHAPTER I I 

BETA-GAA^MA CORRELATION 

Introduction 

In beta decay, the process of e~ emission Is usually 

represented by 

Z'^—>(Z t. 1)^ "• e- + i/, 

where// represents the possibility of accompanying neutral 

particle, and the orbital capture Is represented by 

Z^ + e" — > (Z - I) ^ y. 

As a basic principle, the process of beta decay Is required 

to be subjected to the laws of conservation of energy, linear 

momentum, angular momentum, statistics and charge. The fact that 

beta decay had a continuous spectrum presented a serious difficulty: 

the decay is a transition between two definite states, yet the 

kinetic energy of the beta-particle Is not always the same. To 

uphold the principle of energy conservation. It Is necessary to 

account for the energy which does not appear as kinetic energy of 

the beta-particle. In addition, beta decay violated the principle 

of conservation of angular momentum, and the rule for the statistics 

of a composite system. 



All these difficulties are eliminated by assuming the 

existence of an additional undetected particle, which accompanies 

the beta-particle In beta decay and carries off an amount of 

energy equal to the difference between the observed energy for a 

given beta-particle and the maximum energy of the beta spectrum. 

This new particle, postulated by Paul I In 1930, is the neutrino, 

which was first directly observed by Cowan, Reines, Harrison, 

Kruse, and A(̂ cGuire. 

Conservation of charge requires that the neutrino be 

electrically neutral, for if the parlluie were not neutral It 

would leave a detectable Ionization. The balance of energy In 

the case of the H^ > He^+ ^ +y transition shows that the 

neutrino rest mass is less than 500eV. A limit of c^ 250eV is 

derived from the shape of the decay spectra.^ In all likelihood, 

the neutrino rest mass Is exactly zero. The balance of angular 

momenta In the beta decay requires a spin i for neutrino. 

Therefore, in order to satisfy the statistical requirements, the 

neutrino must be a fermlon. Relativity requires the relation 

E=cp between energy and momentum of any zero-rest-mass particle. 

Thus, In beta decay, a measurement of the neutrino momentum by 

observing the nuclear recoil from the combined neutrino and e** 

emission should be possible. This in fact Is the case. 



Review of Previous Theories 

In the usual theories of the allowed beta decay the 

probability of the emission of an electron-neutrino pair is 

given by 

P(W,p,q)dWda.dn^ ^^^^^''^ffl^ < I -»• b/W -K ap/W cos©.^)dWdrV^^ , H ) 

where A Is a proportionality constant, and W and p are the total 

energy and momentum of electron, respectively. The angle between 

the directions of emission of electron and neutrino is 0^^. 

F(Z,W) Is the Coulomb correction as a function of W and the charge 

Z of the recolI, and 

I 2 c^c^< I >̂  ̂  c c. < cr >2 
/I - (fltZ) -LJl 5 JLf! -,, <2) 
^ (C^^C2)^:)>2^ (cV)<^>^ , 

where ô  is the fine structure constant and C»s are the relative 

coupling constant for scalar (S), vector (V), tensor (T), and 

2 
axial vector (A) couplings, respectively. Furthermore,< l> 

is the square of the nuclear matrix element for Fermi interaction, 

2 
and <0-> is the correspondent square for Gamow-Teller Interaction. 

The angular correlation coefficient a is given by 

2 :> 2 2 2 2 
CC^ - C^)<1> + l/3(C^-C )i^Tf 

a=.-i—%—3 TT—2— ^̂ * 
{Q^^clH\r ^ (cf+c;x(r>̂  

The units are as usual in beta decay; fi=m=c=l. 
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The term b/W Is commonly called a "Flerz interference" term. 

According to equation (2) b/W Is different from zero if either 

CgCy^ 0 or C^Cf^ # 0. The existence of this Interference term 

would require an additional energy-sensitive term (I ? b/W) In 

the expression for the shape of an allowed beta-spectra to show 

a systematic deviation from linearity. The largest deviations 

would occur in the high-energy spectra. Mahmoud and Konoplnskl^ 

13 35 
have made a systematic study of the beta-spectra of N , S , and 

^ 6 4 

Cu . They have estimated the largest value that the Flerz term 

could have and yet be consistent with the observed spectra. Their 

results indicate that -0.08<• b<.0.24. Davidson and Peaslee 

studied a similar group of allowed spectra and arrived at the value 

b<0.08 for the T and A interactions, and b<^0.20 for the S and V 

interactions. Furthermore, SchwartzschIId has made a careful 

study of the shape of the He beta-spectrum and concludes that 

b<+ 0.1 or C/^/CY< + 0.05. Sherr and Miller^ have measured the 

ratio of positron emission to electron capture In the decay of 

Na^^ and deduce Ĉ /C-j = (-0.01 ± 0.02). In general, the high 

degree of linearity of the Ferml-Kurle plots of allowed decays 
indicates that the Flerz terms are small. If not zero. In the 

discussion of electron-neutrino angular correlation experiments, 

it is assumed that the Flerz terms In equation (I) can be 

neglected. When the Flerz terms are neglected, equation (I) shows 

an angular correlation of ( l+ap/W cosĜ ,,) between the directions 

of emission of the electron and of the neutrino. 



The angular correction factors for each of the five Inter

actions and the appropriate nuclear matrix elements are listed 

in Table I, 

The selection rules for the S, V.and T, A Interactions, 

respectively, are frequently referred to as Fermi and Gamow-Teller 

rules. Since there Is no evidence for the P Interaction In 

allowed beta-decay, this interaction will not be considered In the 

discussion of angular correlation experiments based on allowed 

transitions. 

The angular correlation factor can be determined by observation 

of coincidences between the beta particles and the recoil nuclei. 

The most direct procedure In this Instance would be to measure the 

coincidence rate as a function of the angle between their momenta. 

Alternatively, the coincidence rate can be observed as a function 

of the energy of one of the particles and the value of a inferred 

from the shape of the resultant spectrum. From the value of a the 

type of interaction can be determined. In the transition AJ=o, 

J/0, the angular correlation Is dependent on both the Fermi and 

Gamow-Teller interaction components. Consequently, the experir.ental 

results may be used not only to distinguish between the possible 

interaction types, but also to determine the relative magnitudes of 

the Fermi and Gamow-Teller components. 

The P(W,rz) Distribution 

Since the direction of the neutrino cannot be measured 
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directly. It Is necessary to Infer this quantity from the momentum 

and energy conservation between the electron, neutrino, and the 

final recoiling nucleus. In general, the P(W,p,q) distribution 

of equation (I) will be necessarily transformed into a fi''^,r^,Q^) 

distribution, where r Is the momentum component of the recoiling 

nucleus al6ng z-axls, and 0^ now is the observable angle between 

the electron and the recoiling nucleus. However, It will be more 

convenient to use the distribution P(W,r ) for the purpose of 

demonstrating the effect of the electron-neutrino angular 

correlation on the shape of the energy spectrum of the recoiling 

nuclei. P(W,r2> can be obtained by first expressing P('i.V,p,q) In 

terms of the variables W, r^, and 0^, namely P(W,r^,Og). An 

integration of Pi^,r^,Q^) for a fixed value of r^, and over the 

appropriate range of 0^ wl I I yield a value of P(V/,r2). 

Thus 
AF(Z W)DWq2 

P(W,r,,e^)dWdr2sin0_dee = ' ^ ^ dWdsInBedeedr^ 

(I + ap/W cos0gcose^slney)de^ (4) 

where the Integration over V?̂  and c/?̂ is from 0 to 2 TZ: . 

Putting 

, r_ - dry/2 - pcose^ 
0^m^. = cos"' _E 1 V mcjt. 

-1 •'z + dr/2 - pcose^ 
0 « cos z 



into the limits one gets 

Pi^,r^,Q^)6mr^s\nQ^<iQ^ « AF(Z,W)pWq^ dWsIn0^dG^dr^ 

(2 Tf )^ 

• (l/q -•• apcosOe/WqCr-r-pcosG^)). (5) 

This last expression would be a valid one If the angle 

between p and z-axis were measured. By integrating over all the 

possible values of 9^, the probability that an electron Is emitted 

with the energy W In range dW and the recoil momentum component r^ 

along z-axis is then 

2 3 2 cosO apr cos e apcos 0 
P(W,r )dWdr ^.AFJl^tWLEWa pWq2dWdr^(- t - ^ 1) 

z z 3 *• 2 o 

(2 7r ) q 2Wq 3Wq^ 
(6) 

The limits of ©^ depend on the situation, and are listed In 

Table II. 

The energy distribution PCW) can be obtained by Integrating 

with respect to r^. It "s found that 

P(W)dW=^ AF(Z,W)pWq^dW 

2 7C^ . «7) 
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TABLE I I 

THE LIMITS OF 0^ 

r^ p and q ©^ min. ©© max. Range of Intergratlon 
of r-z 

Positive q>p+r2 0 7C 0 to (q-p) 

p<q<p+r 0 cos"' z~q (q-p) to Cq+p) 

-I ^z'^ 
q<p<q+r 0 cos ^P-ql to (p+q) 

p>q+r COS — 5 — cos - — 0 to (p-q) 

Negative q>p-r2 ^ 77" -(q-p) to 0 

- I q^^z 
p<.q^p-r2 cos — - — ^ 71 -(q+p) to -(q-p) 

q<p<q-f2 

p>q-^z 

-1 q"*""* 
cos , . -.2 Ji 

p 
-iq^'^'z - r z - q 

c o s •' - COS — — 
p p 

-(p+q) to - (p -q) 

- (p -q ) to 0 



II 

The result has a very simple structure and each part can be 

understood In physical terms: 

(I) The quant Ity 

A = gv ̂  I >̂  = g A<<̂ >̂  

is independent of the lepton energies. 

(II) The factor F(Z,W) Is the ratio of the electron density 

at the nucleus to the density at Infinity (where F = I for Z = 0). 

When the nucleus Is treated as a point charge, the density ratio is 

evaluated at the nuclear radius R: 

F(Z,W) - 2(1 -r.)(2pR/ft)2^^--'^e'^^ ir(Y^iu)\ 

/o = (l-(o(Z)^)', o(=_L , V= *ZW/cp(for e^) . (8) 
he 

(ill) A spectrum with the dependence on energy (7) Is said 

to have the "statistical shape." It Is because, aside from the 

coulombic distortion F, the energy dependence comes from the 

2 ? proportionality to the available phase space ̂ —p dp«q''dq, as 

restricted by the energy conservation relation W© = W + q only. 

Tests of the conformity of observed spectra to the statistical 

shape are usually carried out by constructing so-called 

"Kurie Plots." Out of the observed numbers Is given by the factor 

2 
PW(WQ - W) which Is referred to as the statistical weight. 



CHAPTER I I I 

RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE 

Introduction 

Nuclear resonance fluorescence, or the resonant elastic 

scattering of nuclear gamma rays, has been observed In several 

different ways. The gamma rays emitted by a source can be made 

to scatter resonantly from the same (daughter) material by 

shifting and/or broadening the natural line, to make up for the 

energy loss due to recoil of the emitting and absorbing nucleus. 

The three main techniques Involve use of the Doppler shift due 

to relative motion of source and scatterer, thermal broadening, 

and the Doppler broadening due to recoil from previous radiation. 

The latter technique Is chosen for this study. 

The preceding radiation, through Doppler effect, has to supply 

the energy lost to the recoiling nuclei in the gamma emission and 

in the scattering process. For a gamma ray of energy E , the 

2 2 
recoil loss in the emission process Is Ey/2Mc , where M is the 

mass of the recoiling nucleus. The energy lost In the scattering 

process is the same. The total energy deficit Is therefore 

Ey/Mc^. If r_ Is the component of the beta-recoil momentum In 

the direction of the garmia-emisslon, the gamma energy is then equal 

to the decay energy minus the recoil energy of the nucleus 

12 
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due to the gamma-emission plus the recoil energy of the nucleus 

due to beta-emission, I. e., E^= E^ - E^/2f^^ r|/2M. 

Cross Sect Ion 

Electrodynamlcal theory shows that the cross section for 

resonant absorption of a gamma ray of energy E by a daughter 

nucleus Is 

(T-g 2 ^ — , (9, 

Q^^ «̂  - Eo» y / 4 

where E^ Is the energy and P Is the width of the actual excitation 

level, g Is a factor which takes Into account the multIplIcatlee 

of the ground state and the excited level. 

2J^ + I 

9 = 2Jg ^ I ' 

where J© and Jg are the spins of the excited level and the ground 

state, respectively. 

By taking into account the thermal velocities of the nuclei 

in the source and scatterer, it is supposed that the thermal 

velocities of the nuclei are distributed as In a gas at temperature 

T. The probability that a source nucleus and a scatterer nucleus 

will have thermal velocity components in the direction of the 

gamma ray that differ by v cm/sec Is then given by 

/ M ^ 

P(v)dv 74yrkT «5<p(-MvV4kT)dv (10) 
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The Doppler effect due to recoil from previous radiation 

will add the amount (r^/M + v)E/c to the energy of gamna ray. The 

effective cross section for resonant scattering is obtained by 

replacing (E - E^) In equation (9) by 

2 
E , E 
- (v -»• r_/M) =-,, . 

multiplying by P(v) and Integrating with respect to v 

2.2 PC { 2 

87IE^ 

P(v) V dv 

, ( ^ + V - - E - ) + r /4 
""*? M ^ 

In this integral the Integrand has a sharp maximum around 

V = E/Â c - r /M, and little error will be made by replacing 

P(v) by P(E/AAc - r^M). It then follows that 

2 2 „ / 2 r ^ 2 
(T = g i L l j l / J ! l - . exp (- Ji.( - ^ - - ^ ) ). (II) 

7 1 V 4 7rkT ^kT M Mc 

Resonance Absorption of Gamma Rays 

If N is the number of atoms per unit volume, and x Is the 

thickness of the scatterer, then the number of scattered gamma rays 

IS 

n = n^ (I - exp(-O'Nx) ) , 

where n Is the number of Incident gamma rays. If 0̂  Is small, 

the probability of resonance absorption is then approximately 
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P((r) ^—L^— , 
At 

where P is the density and At the atomic weight of the scatterer 

and NQ IS the Avogadro's number. 

Suppose that P^{Q,^ ) sine dQcKf Is the probability that a 

gamma ray will be emitted In the direction 0,^^ »n the solid angle 

d^Ly = sinOdGdV' and assume that Py(G,v^ ) Is isotropic; then 

the probability that an electron will be emitted with energy W 

in range dW followed by a gamma ray along the z-axIs being resonant 

captured by an absorber Is thus 

P(W,E)dW« I d Q y (dr^ P(W,r2) P i^f) P(0' >dW 

/•©••Ml, / ^ m * « . 

sln0 d0 1 d^ ^ dr^ AF(Z,W)pWq2 ^ . , , , ^ 0 3 3 , -

(27L )^ 

jpr2COs20g/2Wq2 + ap^cos-^e^/SWq^) • 1/4 ' x f N ^ A t • g 

. 2 2 p / ., 2 2 2 
J L - C I L - / Mc exp(-M/4kT ( r^ /Mc - E/A\c'^) ) . (13) 
4E^ \J ATikT 

By putting proper limits of e^ for different ranges of r^, the 

integral becomes 

p(w,E)dw = r5 . j :L i£ :H jE^ . 1/4. x/^N/At. g - i f s f r n^ 
^ (2 TC ) 4.E^ v/47CkT 

( (C, - C^r^ - C j r ^ ) exp ( -C( r2 /M - EyMc)^)dr^ 

VP 
+ p ' ^ C 4 e x p ( - C ( r j / M - E /A\c )^ )dr2) . (14) 

' o 
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where 

C, « l/p -f l/q - ap^/3Wq2 - aq/3Wp, 

C2 » l/pq -ap/2Wq2 - a/2pW, 

C3 » a/6pWq2, 

C^ » 2/q - 2ap^/3Wq2, 

and C - M/4kT. (15) 

2 
In this integral, the factor exp(-C(r2/M - E/Mc) ) has a very shdrp 

maximum around r = E/c, and little error will be made by supposing 

the factor (C| - C2 - C3r|) will remain constant at the value 

appropriate to r = E/c. Thus, by integrating with respect to 

r_ over the proper limits. It Is found 

If q-p> E. 

^ j ^ ^ , / ^ ! ! a g h V r / Mc^ AF(Z,W)pWq^ 

^^ 4 E^v/47tkT (2 7r )^ 

M( C, - C E/c - CjE^/c^) >/^/C, 

If |q-pl^E. 
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X P No H2^2 P / f o 
'0.1/4"-^—^ ,. ̂  ̂  ' / Mc AF(Z,W)pWq^ ^ r-

4 E V 47tkT (2 7C ) 

if p-q>E, 

where C^ = 2/p - 2aq/3Wp. (,g, 



CHAPTER IV 

POSSIBLE EXPERIMENTS 

Competing Non-Resonant Scattering Processes 

The study of resonant scattering requires accurate knowledge 

of competing scattering processes of which the following have to be 

considered: 

a) Compton scattering 

b) Rayleigh scattering 

c) Thomson scattering 

d) Delbruck scattering 

Compton scattering Is usually considered to be inelastic, and the 

other three processes give elastlcally scattered gamma-rays. These 

three processes are not distinguishable energetically, but they 

could be analyzed according to their different angular distributions, 

When radiation Is Incident on an atom containing Z bound 

electrons and a nucleus of charge Ze, elastic scattering can take 

place: 

a) from the bound electrons (Rayleigh scattering), providing 

that the electrons do not receive sufficient energy to eject them 

from the atom, 

b) from the nuclear charge (Thomson scattering). 

18 
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Delbruck scattering, or scattering of the photons by the 

electromagnetic field of the nucleus, can also take place. 

The Rayleigh elastic scattering does not cut off sharply at 

any particular quantum energy, and depends upon the reaction of 

an atom as a whole. As the quantum energy Increases, the 

wavelength becomes shorter and there Is a great tendency for 

interaction to take place with Individual electrons, providing 

the energy exceeds the Ionization potential. The simple Thomson 

theory of free scattering is Inadequate and the Interaction must be 

regarded as the collision of a photon with an electron. This 

process Is known as the Compton effect of energy between,say, 

O.SMeV and IO^\eV. It differs most from the Thomson scattering 

because the scattered radiation Is of longer wavelength than the 

Incident beam, and Its wavelength depends on the angle of 

scattering. At each angle the Compton-scattered radiation Is 

accompanied by a Raylelgh-scattered radiation component. The 

ratio, which determines the ratio of effectively free to 

effectively bound electrons between the Compton-scattered and 

Rayleigh-scattered radiation components, depends on the atomic 

number of the scatterer. 

Energy Requirement for the Preceding Radiation 

In order to restore the resonance condition, the recoil 

energy In the preceding radiation has to be greater than the 

energy lost to the nuclei In the gamma emission and in the 
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scattering process. I.e., 

(17) 
2 2 2 

r /2M > E /Mc 
z max. 

Conservation of linear momentum shows that 

'"z max. = |P ^ q|max. < I8> 

It is found, from equations (17) and (IB), that 

*o>/ 
2 

2E'^ -• I . 

The Doppler broadened line is centered around Ey= E Q - E Q / 2 M C ^ , 

where E^ Is the excitation energy of the gamma emitting nuclear 

level. Exact resonance will occur for gamma rays of energy 

(Ê j + E^,2/2MC^) . 

Experimental Problems 

The observation of recoil broadening requires that the 

source be such that the relaxation time of recoil motion, or the 

collision time T^, be long compared to the lifetime (mean life) 

of the gamma-emitting state, Ty . In a solid, this requires a 

-14 very short lifetime, of the order TyiSislO sec for heavy 

elements; In a gas, the lifetime can be considerably longer 

(say T y ^ s I O " sec) depending on the temperature and pressure. 

The angular distribution of the resonance radiation Is 

restricted to angles between 90 and 130 degrees. The angles 

below 90 degrees are unfavorable because of the sharp Increase of 
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the elastic scattering and because of the difficulties arising 

from the large Intensity of the Compton radiation. The necessity 

of shielding the detector from the direct beam by an absorber 

attenuating the direct radiation by a factor of the order of 10 

Imposes geometrical restrictions which render the angles beyond 

150 degrees impractical. 

The choice of the isotope to be used as source and scatterer 

is limited by several considerations. The Isotope must have 

substantial natural abundance for use as scatterer. It must also 

be available in the excited state (following the decay of Its 

radioactive parent) in order to serve as the source of gamma-rays. 

The gamma-ray must go to the ground state. The transition should 

have as large a width f as possible. Also, since p" increases 

with E, it Is desirable for the atomic weight At to be large so 

that this last condition can be satisfied with reasonably high 

value of E. 

Conclusion 

By using equation (16) the electron momentum distributions are 

predicted for angular correlations of a = 1,-1/3 for the 1.434 MeV 

transition in Cr^^. The results are shown In Figure I. The tran

sition follows the 3,8 minutes beta decay of \r^ with decay energy 

2.73 MeV. The shape of the spectrum Is unfortunately not strongly 

influenced by the type of angular correlations used In the calcu

lations. Because of the weak Independence, it seems that 
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experimental Investigations of the momentum spectra of electrons 

from beta-gamma correlation with resonance fluorescence will only 

yield little Information regarding the form of the beta decay 

interactions. The beta-gamma angular correlation measurement may 

possibly give more information on the type of the interaction. 
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